


Located in Ibiza’s loveliest village and culinary
capital Santa Gertrudis, Finca la Plaza offers an air of
bohemia and an authentic Mediterranean restaurant
centred around sophisticated gastronomic creations. 

The restaurant and wine cellar are nestled in a secluded corner of the

main square, set within the walls of a picturesque secret garden which is

surrounded by natural Ibicencan flora and fauna. The abundant balmy

scent of citrus fills the air whilst our guests revel in every season with

us; fireside in the winter and in the open air beneath the far-reaching

skies of the summer. 
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TECHNICAL  INFORMATION



EXTRA SERVICES

Decoration | Entertainment | DJ | Live Music | Tent

OPENING HOURS

7 PM - MIDNIGHT

*Licensing hours upon request

FINCA LA PLAZA

CAPACITY

Seated Guest
40 

Standing Guests
80 

INDOOR DINING OUTDOOR DINING

Seated Guest
80 

Standing Guests
110 

2023
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THE  GARDEN
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FLOOR PLAN
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FAQ'S
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How can I make my reservation? 
You can request information and formalise the
reservation by contacting events@island-hospitality.com 

Can I book the entire venue for my event? 
Our venue can be privatised for both daytime or evening
events - an exclusivity fee applies. 

Can I bring my own wedding / birthday cake? 
Yes, you can bring your own cake without incurring an
additional fee. 

Do you provide services for floral arrangements,
photographers or videographers? 
We can provide you with extra services such as;
decoration, entertainment, photographers and more. 

Are external event planners allowed? 
Yes, you can bring in your own event planner. 

Is the audiovisual equipment in the venue available for
use? 
The audiovisual equipment is available at an extra cost. 

Do you offer shuttle services and / or are taxis easily
available? 
We offer shuttle services and we can also arrange a taxi
service. 

Can we bring our own DJ? 
We have a portfolio of professional DJs of different styles
with whom we work on a regular basis, so it is usually not
necessary to bring an external DJ. In case of a special
request, this can be discussed on consultation. 

Do you offer a menu tasting pre-event? 
The menu tasting is included when booking exclusivity.
You will only be able to enjoy the menu tasting once the
payment and deposit of 50% of the total group has been
formalised.

What happens in the case of rain / bad weather? 
In case of rain or bad weather we have different solutions
depending on the venue. From indoor spaces to tents to
shelter from the rain. 

Can we bring our own catering or wine? 
No.
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